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Benefit
Soon after the start-up and hand-over of the project, KASCH staff found all the blind areas 

disappeared and well covered by the BDA and DAS. Patients' satisfaction has further improved due to 

a more instant response of the staff.

To address this problem, Hytera together with its partner made a detailed site survey and provided 

an one-stop tailored solution for KASCH, which including BDA(Bio-directional Amplifier) and 

DAS(Distributed Antenna System). The Hytera BDA is cost effective and flexible, compatible with 

different RF technologies like paging system, DMR(conventional & trunking), TETRA, MPT1327.etc 

and widely adopted for the signal enhancement for different scenarios like tunnels, subway, hotel, 

plant, hospital, etc. The modular design and remote monitoring function (by GSM or serial port) make 

it easy for management and maintenance. Either band-selective or channel-selective, it supports 

three modes: integrated, fiber optical (local + remote units) coupling by air, or directly to the RF 

source, which can be customized by the end users' real demand. 

Solution

Voice from Customer
“By adopting Hytera solution, our work efficiency has been improved greatly. Time is critical for 

patients; our personnel have to act immediately when in need. We attach great importance to our 

communication system, thanks to Hytera, this part of job is secured.”
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Background

User
Colombian Red Cross, Colombia

Market segment
Healthcare

Project time
2012

Products
RD98X Repeaters
PD78XG Portable Radio
MD78XG Mobile Radio
Safe SYT Dispatching System

The Colombian Red Cross is a non-governmental organization which undertakes humanitarian 

missions for excellence in the country and is part of the largest humanitarian network in the world: 

the International Red Cross and Red Crescent, which is present in 186 countries.

The Colombian Red Cross is a multi-disciplinary organization presents throughout the Colombian. It 

interacts with various governmental and private institutions, and in some cases runs its own 

communications systems to be able to cope with emergency situations together with them.

Challenges
In many cases, the Colombian Red Cross is the core part of the two-way communications in the event 

of emergencies in the country, integrating different technologies and vendors to create both 

temporary networks and networks that are kept in constant operation and with the ability to 

integrate different institutions' networks for the decision-making and events support. These 

challenges became more tangible on the Summit of the Americas and Hytera products were the 

perfect solution to their needs.

Solutions
In order to guarantee timely and appropriate communication in their work, the implementation of 

the DMR solution was necessary since it required higher communication security and improved 

method of access to the network for a greater number of simultaneous communication, capabilities 

to send text messages and manage applications with full-digital communication. So the Colombian 

Red Cross started to migrate from the analog VHF network to a digital one. For starters, this was 

established in 7 departments of Colombia in a very strategic way supporting events and emergency 

situations that occur at each site.

PD78X MD78X

RD98X

Safe SYT Dispatching System

Error-free Digital Communications 
with Hytera DMR Solution to the Colombian Red Cross 
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Why Choose Hytera?
The National Society of the Colombian Red Cross was looking for a safe and efficient communication 

system of higher quality and could integrate communication networks of different cities for 

simultaneous communications. RD98X repeaters were selected by its higher efficiency of coverage, IP 

interconnection, continuous cycle and power capacity fully compliant to DMR digital standrad. 

And portable terminals PD78XG and mobile terminals MD78XG were selected for different teams to 

realize simutaneous and point to point communication with higher level of protection, location 

information of the terminal to be delivered on the screen and larger coverage for longer 

communication distance between each other.

The Summit of the Americas presented a great opportunity to test the network and identify its 

strengths and weaknesses. It was thus Hytera digital radios were configured and used 7*24, that was 

to say, working 24 hours a day for the 7-day event to ensure total coverage and no lapse in 

communication with Bogota via IP interconection that allowed two different networks to be 

connected for follow-up and monitoring of the work. 

Voice from Customer
"The support and availability given by Asecones, Hytera dealer in Latin America, for Hytera products 

allowed 5 specialists of the Colombian Red Cross to be able to set up and programme the network used 

by the institution for this event. In addition to this, we can say that we use a product useful with good 

technology, robust for continuous, heavy work, and moreover, that doesnot show any failure taking into 

account the demands of working 24 hours, with temperatures between 16 and 32 degrees Celsius. It is 

also noted that the team is very friendly to the user which facilitates easy handling and manipulation. 

We believe that Hytera teams and radios add quality to our humanitarian action.”

—— Salinas Buitrago Marinson,Deputy Director for Operations ,National Relief Department of    

Colombian Red Cross 

U.S.A. - I & E. ASECONES INC. 

4771 NW, 72ND AVE. 33166, MIAMI –FL

TEL: 954-7195454 
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Background
Arauco Health Service in Chile, dedicated to being a health care network of excellence, focusing on 

the people they serve, is inspired by the desire to achieve conditions of greater social justice and 

equity. It plays a very important part in serving the people in its region and provides timely health 

care in warm and respectful treatment. 

Solutions
Acmetel, Hytera partner in Latin America, understood Arauco Health Service’s demands and provided 

Hytera DMR digital radio communication solution with GPS system implemented to better manage 

the use of ambulances and people who come to the sites to provide the necessary assistance to the 

community.

As an added value, Hytera DMR digital radio also has the text messaging function that allows users to 

send information such as address, name of a patient, the status of the unit, etc. The whole monitoring 

system can be accessed and managed through a computer designed for this service via the SafeSYT 

software.

Arauco Health Service is always pursuing serving best to all the people in its region with the 

assistance of the health service resource such as doctors, nurses and ambulances. Since all these 

resources are always in short supply for the community, effective dispatching of these resources 

becomes every important. It requires a communication system that can effectively coordinate 

transportation in ambulances, assistance to people serious, response time, and awareness of the 

units to optimize resources.

Customer Demands 

User
Arauco Health Service, Chile

Market segment
Healthcare

Project time
2012

Products
RD98X Repeater
PD78XG Portable Radio
MD78X Mobile Radio

RD98X

PD78XG MD78X

Pursue Better Service 
Hytera is Being with Arauco Health Service  
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